**Education methodology by Ms. Naina Ved (Education Head)**

Education is the complete development of individuality so that he can make an original contribution to human life according to his best capacity.

We believe in
- Child centered education
- School as an extension of home.
- Education for all round growth.
- Co curricular activities as necessary adjuvant to education.
- Education is giving guidance.

The basic rule and regulations are mentioned in the diary and now as you are a member of H. A. Junior School, we expect you to abide by all the rules and regulations.

The curriculum includes development of verbal activities, written language and numerical ability. The teaching is conceptual. An effort is made not to burden the child. There will be no exam and no home work. The school follows a system of continuous Evaluation based on the participation of child in academics and co-curricular activities. The academics calendar is planned for the month to month and week to week. Each month has a separate theme on which the activities are focused. Attempts are made to ensure that all the students participate in academic and curricular activities and develop their fine motor skills.

- **VERBAL ACTIVITIES**
- **WRITTEN LANGUAGE**
- **NUMERICAL ABILITY**
The medium of interaction and communication is strictly English. Speaking in English is considered as a vital requirement for all. Yet Hindi being the national language holds a very important place in the curriculum. Every effort is made to ensure that each child attains a high standard in it.

The teachers use audio-visual teaching aids- to supplement material provided in books. Such aids are adopted for teaching all subject

CONTINUOUS EVALUATION

ACADEMICS

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES

FREE HAND DRAWING-

Handi craft – Paper cutting, tearing, pasting, folding and mosaic, thread and spray painting, activities with button and popcorn, and a variety of other activities are some of the handworks taught to the children. Workshops and day camps are also held.

Drawing - Free hand drawing gives wings to the children’s imaginations. Colouring helps them to learn to use their fingers, the same way they turn their first shaky strokes into formal lines. This helps them in confidence building.
CELEBRATING FESTIVALS

All festivals are celebrated in the school. Students dress up as national leaders, make national flags and rackis paint diyas on Diwali. They also celebrate Lohri, Janmashtami, Gandhi Jayanti, Independence day and Christmas.

MUSIC & RHYMES

Music soothes the minds and helps to channelize the energy of the students. Therefore, group singing of rhymes is encouraged. Children dance to their rhythm and tunes. English, Hindi elocution and Sanskrit shloka competitions are organized. A variety of songs, based on festivals and patriotism are taught.
READING

The school library with plenty of books with bright and colourful illustrations. Books carry the children to the land of fantasy in the formative years. The stories are narrated by the teachers with visual help of puppets and masks and with dramatization. The children are encouraged to narrate the stories in their own way during Hindi and English story-telling competitions and also enacting of various fairy tales characters.

OUTDOOR ACTIVITIES-

A healthy body makes a healthy mind. The students are taken to the playground to play games so that they develop team spirit and sportsmanship. They participate in physical training and aerobics which makes them disciplined and physically strong.
Picnic & Outings – During the year, tours and excursions are organized. Children visit places of interest like the Rail Museum, Children’s Park, etc. Education is combined with meaningful entertainment.

General Knowledge – Through nature walk, they are made aware of their environment. The frame simple sentences to express and widen their knowledge. Spellings of simple words are taught through phonetics.
School Functions - Like the Kalakriti / Confluence / Sports Day/Technofest the Christmas Carnival is celebrated with great pomp and show. In each function maximum participation is ensured.

All this helps the child be more confident and it bring out the best in all. We aim to impart a value based education and create an atmosphere of honesty and intellectual curiosity.